A Touch of Luxury Broome-Style at Cable Beach Club Resort & Spa
On the edge of the vast Kimberley region in Western Australia, lies the award winning Cable Beach Club
Resort & Spa - the only Resort in Broome overlooking the spectacular Cable Beach. Here red cliffs, white
sand and clear blue waters combine to form one of Australia’s most spectacular landscapes.
Set amongst 26 acres of lush gardens, the Resort is a magical tropical oasis and just minutes away from
the multicultural pearling town of Broome which is famous for pearls, sunsets and a relaxed deposition
known as Broome-time.
Guests can enjoy the near-perfect weather and relax around the Resort’s two swimming pools, one for
families complete with water playground, mini golf course and play equipment and the other a tranquil
haven reserved solely for adults; perfect for a book and a cocktail.
The influence of Broome’s multicultural melting pot is evident with four distinctively different restaurants
and bars available at the Resort. Enjoy casual dining and cocktails overlooking Cable Beach at the Sunset
Bar & Grill, the exotic delights of Thai Cuisine at Thai Pearl, the ultimate in Broome fine dining at the Cub
Restaurant and for an intimate nightcap visit the Club Lounge Bar, reserved exclusively for guests.
The Resort’s Chahoya Spa & Salon is Broome’s little piece of heaven on Earth, complete with seven
private suites, double vichy shower room, hair salon, yoga deck and much more. Chahoya Spa & Salon
provides a tranquil retreat where senses are unleashed and clarity restored.
More active guests can enjoy two flood-lit tennis courts, a gym and complimentary yoga and Thai Chi at
the Buddha Sanctuary. With the Kimberley region on your doorstep the Resort’s complimentary tour desk
is on hand to book all your outback adventures and Broome tours.
A variety of accommodation options are dotted throughout the Resort. Intimate Studios are perfect for
couples; choose from Garden and Pool View, Pool Terrace and Ocean Side Studios. The Resort’s spacious
Broome Bungalows with open plan living provide a spacious home away from home for families or larger
groups.
For guests looking for seclusion or a romantic break, the spacious Villas are the ideal room choice. These
lavish rooms feature an enclosed courtyard and private plunge pool with full butler service included to
meet guests every request.
The most opulent of room types lies in the Resort’s masterpieces, its Asian and Colonial style Suites.
Named after renowned artists Humphrey Price-Jones, Sir Sidney Nolan and Elizabeth Durack, they feature
original artworks complemented by exotic antiques and artefacts and boast views of the Indian Ocean and
complimentary butler service.
Blessed with sunny temperatures, luxurious facilities, friendly staff and numerous adventures on your
doorstep, Cable Beach Club Resort & Spa in Broome is the ultimate Australian holiday experience. To
make a booking visit www.cablebeachclub.com or call reservations on 1800 199 099.
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